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Abstract
The research paper exemplifies upon a computationally intensive inter-disciplinary
research driven design investigation into spatializing the relationship between digital
information and physical matter. Focusing on the development of architectural scale
urban inserts, the design-research work operates on the intersection of information
technology, environmental design, architecture, and computer aided manufacturing
domains.The research framework revolves around developing a seamless integration
of the aforementioned disciplines in order to establish iterative simulation driven
methodologies for generating bottom-up sustainable architectural formations. This is
achieved by establishing parametrically driven relational linkages between differential
data sets (environmental, social, topological, material etc), which formulate the context
(both global and local) within which the proposed project has to be designed. A selforganizing multi-agent system based simulation methodology for generating resultant
spatial formations, in time, based on the impacts of the parametric relationships
between the aforementioned data sets is eventually embarked upon.This implies,
understanding the site as a dynamic information field within which interdependent
ecology of agents (representing typology of people, program, structure, speed, desired
social interaction etc) with multi-level relational affinities amongst each other as well
as the dynamic urban information field.The resultant self-organized multi-agent
formations are iteratively mined for identifying logical three-dimensional structural
patterns or subjected to programmatic and environmental need driven additional layer
of structural simulation with pre-embedded material restraints. An optimized system
of multi-performative components that not only populates but also serves as an
integrated structural + skin system of the results obtained from the agent based
simulations (based upon the degree of inclusion/exclusion of parameters such as the
amount of light, sound, wind etc) is subsequently generated.These experimental
projects attained the status of self-evolving ecologies of multi-dimensional agents with
embodied behavioural profiles, thus providing engaged, highly interdependent design
by simulation outputs.The outputs showcase a dynamic system’s driven approach
towards sustainable design by stressing upon the idea of cohesively binding
information and material systems from the very beginning of the design process. Such
approaches help in reducing post-optimization of built form and consequently allow
for rational understanding of performance criteria and its impact on formal
articulations throughout the design process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Architectural praxis is in continuous state of change.The introduction of
information technology based design techniques, new building information
modelling protocols, new policy demands coupled together with
environmental and cultural fluctuations are all open-ended dynamic
phenomena which demand the development of adaptive design techniques
and processes for developing performative building solutions. In traditional
practice all parts of a building are thought as separated mono-functional
elements. Often, there is a clear distinction between primary structure,
secondary structure, exterior envelope or technical systems. Furthermore,
designers postpone many features of the project development to a phase of
post-design optimization. Manufacturing, and energy efficiency or
sustainability-related issues are only some of the features commonly not
integrated and not informing the design process. Such top-down design
thinking driven built forms focus on developing buildings populated with
artificial mechanical systems for their sustainment. Design processes thus
need to be critically analysed and re-thought in order to achieve a state of
continual performance via real-time adaptation and optimization of the built
form and its constituents in a sustainable manner.
A research investigation termed ‘InfoMatters’ initiated by the author, at
Hyperbody,TU Delft, to understand the intrinsic linkage between digital
information and material systems was thus set up in order to develop interdisciplinary design driven processes focused on developing continually
performative spatial systems. Understanding this informatics constituent
specifically involved the development of datasets of environmental as well as
social behavior (movement patterns, occupancy patterns, activity spots etc)
as a medium for understanding the urban.This information field serves as an
experimental set-up within which multi-agent simulations are run.The multiagent simulations idea is based on an understanding of iteration and
differentiation based processes operating in natural systems, which tend to
develop highly adaptive, self-organizing formations [1].These formations
apart from displaying highly performative traits concerning structural,
environmental and metabolic optimization are also equally interest
provoking when understanding them in the context of polymorphic
topologies [2]. A real-time adaptive process of evolution in time,
corresponding to internal genetic regulations and external environmental
factors in nature was thus seen as a vital domain of research.
Systems thinking, a framework that, while diverging from reductionism,
recognizes systems behaviour as a phenomenon not explainable as the
simple sum of the constituent parts is used as a strategic approach for the
research into InfoMatters. System Thinking hosts at its core the concept of
heterogeneity, the quality of a system, which results, by the adaptation of its
constituent parts. Adopting systems thinking in the architectural domain
implied rethinking buildings as systems: heterogeneous formations driven by
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the logic of modulation and adaptation, which perform as complex multiperformative formations. In such formations there is no distinction between
structure, skin or habitable space.The building would behave as a whole
offering new opportunities for inhabitants.
The InfoMatters research experimentations thrive on a shift in thinking
pertaining to designing systemic formations, which can adapt and evolve in
relation with their contextual settings via real-time information exchange
amongst its constituting parts at variable scales (self organization of
program - adaptation of integrated building skin systems). An informatics
based network of critical data serving as a determining factor for
deciphering architectural nomenclature, while allowing digital manipulation
of form in the design process [3, 4], and enabling mass-customization in
digital manufacturing is equally considered important for the research.

2. INFOMATTERS
2.1. Underpinnings
The InfoMatters research targets the development of a rigorous
methodology while stressing the necessity for an experimental and
interdisciplinary aptitude. In this framework the process of design becomes
an interactive process of creating and exchanging knowledge.The
InfoMatters research challenges developing possible architectural futures
integrating the architectonic, structural, programmatic and tectonic features
in an integral system based on the logics of adaptation by differentiation. In
order to explore this framework, the research approaches the development
of innovative architectural possibilities engaged with performative design
processes while experimenting with the latest CAD, CAM and CAE
technologies for design and manufacturing.The process of design thus
becomes an interactive process of creating and exchanging knowledge by
involving an inter-disciplinary outlook.

2.2. Understanding the site as an information field
The research driven design experiments were conducted over a period of
one year involving two batches of international students/researchers at
Hyperbody’s MSc3 design studio (2009-2010).The researchers were divided
in groups of three to four and were specifically asked to investigate urban
locations by visualizing interrelationships between critical contextual
parameters, both dynamic and static (ranging from noise levels, density of
people, traffic and pedestrian flows, light levels, activity levels, visual
connectivity levels, demographic data outlining the ratio of elderly, young,
children), owing to which underlying reasons for urban problematics could
be traced. For instance the density of youth as opposed to the related
leisure facilities, or elderly as opposed to the ratio of green, quieter and
ample sunlight based areas for relaxation or the density and distance of
commerce, which relates with congestion, noise levels, flow of people etc.
208 Dr. Nimish Biloria
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The researched data per parameter is stored as intensive and extensive
description of the site to be interacted with, using 3d diagrams in the form
of comparative value charts per parameter present on the site and
quantitative storage of associated values in a 3d voxelized grid representing
the site (Figure1).What is important is the fact that this info mapping
considers time as a vital feature and is thus instrumental in understanding
differing behaviors pertaining to climate, human activities as well as noise
levels etc as interdependent data sets in time (since the context is in
essence dynamic). The gathered data is seen as sets of operative
parameters, which are used to inform the design process in the following
manner:
•
The 3d data sets of the parameters operating within the urban site
(in time) are overlapped to determine architectural intervention
zones within the urban by identifying the zones of highest and
lowest intensity of parameters (for instance the highest density of
sound, congestion, movement of a specific user category etc) in
different time slots.The nature of the design project, critical aspects
to resolve the nature of program, which needs to be hosted by the
architectural insert, as well as a conceptual strategy for the
proposed interventions operational logistics (multiplicity of
program in the same space etc) can be identified via such a
comparative analysis.
•
The overlapped 3d visualizations also provided with clues to
identify attractor and repulsion zones (relative to the parameters,
programs and agents which would be simulated in the site) within
the urban site.
•
The multiple parameters were also analysed to extract over-arching
parameters which would represent a multitude of parameters
under one heading e.g. the leading parameters of views, noise levels
and activity would encompass green areas, flow of people, flow of
cars, flow of cycles, public areas, surroundings and exposure to sun.
Thus a nested parametric system is built into the analysis.
Apart from the above mentioned, site selection and analysis stage,
another experiment, which considered the entire site as a dynamic
information field and thus mapped every square meter of the site in realtime for input of measurable parameters such as noise, light, wind, humidity
was also developed using Processing as a software (Figure 2).This site
analysis methodology provides a new perspective to understanding the
urban as a dynamic information field and thus proves an instrumental way to
map, measure and set out initial experimentation conditions. Once the
relational model of the parameters, as is existing on site, is configured as a
system within this kind of a simulation (so that it also responds to
corresponding time scenarios), one can further his/her understanding of the
impact of individual parameters (during the agent based simulation stage) by
changing individual values of parameters selectively, in order to see the
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resultant impact on the agent organization patterns in time. For instance a
change in commercial outlet density will directly affect the simulated
outcome of user density, movement as well as noise levels, and can help in
understanding the affordance of the site as regards regeneration scenarios
and program placements.The varying intensity per parameter, in this
experiment is visualized by means of height variations of vertical bars, which
are actuated in real-time as and when agent populations navigate through
the information field.The processing system thus provided a platform for
not only mapping what exists but also for simulating the impacts of changing
parametric scenarios in real-time.

A data-driven approach for understanding the urban site as an engine for
churning differential conditions in time and the role of individual data
streams and their inter-relationship which contribute to these urban
conditions is thus explored via the aforementioned experiments.
Environmental data pertaining to the chosen urban locations, in consultation
with climate engineers and sustainability experts were gathered from
meteorological web services (for yearly overviews) and were also measured
on site with self-assembled Arduino boards and sensors over a period of
one week (in order to map the context during weekdays as well as
weekends).The central idea being to familiarize oneself with
objective/quantitative means of measuring and comparing data sets in order
to understanding the inter-dependent reasons for fluctuations of the
parameters over a yearly cycle.
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 Figure 1: 3d diagrams and voxelized
information visualization based
environmental parameter
representation and overlapping
sequence for identifying zones of
maximum and minimum intensity per
parameter
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 Figure 2: Processing based
interactive visualization of social
and environmental data per square
meter of the site with the help of
vertical bar based intensity display
per parameter.

2.3. Agent based generative design strategy within the urban
information field
The second stage involved the setting up of a multi-agent behavioral system
within the urban information field (mapped in the previous step) in order to
interact with the chosen site parameters.The multi-agent system is in
essence a real-time simulation set up using software like Virtools (game
design software) and Processing and is specifically driven by the logics of
self-organization.The idea that self-organization can be understood as the
process where a structure or pattern appears in a system without a
central authority or external element imposing it through planning and
where the globally coherent pattern appears from the local interaction of
the elements that make up the system implied that the organization should
be achieved in a way that is parallel (all the elements act at the same time)
and distributed (no element is a coordinator).The agents thus had to be
programmed to become fully autonomous with an emergent behavior, which
involved multi-level negotiations with local as well as global information
streams in order to attain a state of stability.
The agents per experiment also differ (as a design decision taken by the
architect/design team) from:
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Programmatic spaces with specific requirements of noise, light,
humidity levels as well as for social interaction.
(b) People and their traces (navigation through the urban in time)
ranging from elderly to kids and therefore possessing specific
attraction towards the afore-mentioned parameters.
(c) Structure and specific behavioural properties attributed to how
dense or how sparse the generated structural system could be in
relation with the parameters being considered.
In essence any of these agent populations have to operate as an ecology,
respecting the relational logics set amongst all the constituting agents at an
individual level, at a local level (in relation with the subordinate agents)
while at the same time self organizing themselves within the information
field composed of the site based parameters identified in the earlier stage at
a global level.
Three categories of experiments were thus conducted using the
aforementioned agent categories.The three experiments, based on the
agent category have different initiation strategies but at a methodological
front involved an iterative building up of agent based behaviour on top of
the results derived from subsequent simulations.This implied that if an
experiment starts with an agent system focused on architectural program
then the resultant program formation derived from this agent based
simulation would be iteratively subjected to a structural agent based
simulation and the subsequent result will be subjected to a people agent
based simulation in order to develop a wholistic spatial framework ready to
be mined for inherent 3d patterns in the subsequent stage of research.
Short description of the three experiments are exemplified upon in the
following text:
a.
Experiment one considered the agents to be simulated in the
category of architectural program. Each program, till its smallest
detail is represented in the simulation by a circular disc, the area of
which corresponds with the square meters to be occupied by that
program per se.The ecological view point implied that each
program for instance an exhibition space would have a particular
affinity towards site based environmental parameters (global level)
but at the same time would have to find its position within the
local information field with respect to subordinate programs such
as toilets, reception areas, storage spaces etc in accordance with a
weighing criteria scripted per program agent. In this case, a site
based dynamic information field per square meter of the urban
area was established as the experimental ground.The selforganizing agent system thus went through an iterative process of
global and local optimization to develop three-dimensional
patterns/formations outlining the placement of program. Multiple
iterations based on an entire day’s cycle as well as based on
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 Figure 3: Sample of the catalogue
of program agents based selforganization formations in time
based of differential parametric
values

associated variation of each environmental parameter-based value
were initiated thus establishing a tabular comparative chart per
formation termed as fields (Figure 3).

b.

Experiment two built-up on a system of structural agents where an
additional factor of speed (as a design concept) was added to the
agents being simulated.The speed criteria per agent is directly
linked with the maximum and minimum distance which the agents
of a particular group can maintain between themselves while at the
same time these different groups of agents with differing speeds
and distance parameters, depending upon their proximity to each
other can develop joints/physical interconnections in order to
create three-dimensional structural linkages. Rule sets pertaining to
this local behavior per agent as regards speed and cohesion was
programmed as a first level of computational process. Apart from
this local ecology model set up as strict rule sets between the
constituting structural agents, a second level of behavior concerning
the nature of the project and the importance of specific
environmental parameters is also set up. For this purpose, an
overlapping of the three dimensional environmental parameters for
identifying attractor and repulsion fields within the site is
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conducted (as a refinement of the stage 1 of the research
methodology: 2.2).The speed and thus the distance and cohesion
behavioral criteria is linked with these attraction and repulsion
fields while at the same time having a weightage-based attraction
or repulsion to the site based information already embedded per
square meter on the site. Processing, as a software tool was used
to set up the entire experiment with a bounding box set up over
the selected architectural intervention site into which the agent
population is released. In addition to this, the environmental
parameters can be adjusted in real-time in order to see the effects
this creates on the resultant agent formations.
A resultant behavior which can be immediately seen based on the
aforementioned rule-sets was a densification of the agent based
structural/cohesion linkages around zones which needed to block noise
levels as opposed to widening of the connections in places where light
intake could be attained. A series of tests were iteratively conducted
throughout a 24-hour cycle and a catalogue of formations representative of
agent based structural force fields was thus created. A process similar to
experiment a, in which a candidate is either chosen based on mean values of
structural intensities for static, yet performative formations as opposed to
maximum and minimum structural density displacements for formulating
real-time adaptive structural systems is finally initiated (Figure 4).
In experiments a. and b., the resultant program agent or structure agent
based formations guide the subsequent step in the methodology. In case b.
the structural force field generated is accompanied by specific parametric
values pertaining to the environmental criteria the simulation results in
(Figure 5).This is suggestive of zones of specific performance and it is within
this performative structural layer that the function based simulation is run.
The criterion in this case is to simulate a self-organizing function based
agent system within the found performative structural formation. In a
reversed scenario, in case a., the structural simulation is applied on top of
the found function based formation. In this case, the rules of structural
agent population are built upon the underlying function and the
environmental parameter association it hosts.The distance factor of the
structural connectivity is directly linked with the environmental criterion
per function including the height factor as well as the density of the
structure.
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 Figure 4: Catalogue of structure agent based formations for a 24hr. cycle

 Figure 5: Selected structure agent based formation displaying contextual parameters in selected zones
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c.

Experiment three is built up on a system of people based agents
which is specifically built upon the first process of simulation
(section 2.1) for gaining knowledge about the routing of people on
the site as it exists as of now as opposed to how it would be
desired. Site-specific spots such as schools, shopping areas, offices,
residential zones with their opening, closing times are identified as
agent emitters for this purpose.The number, age group, education
levels, employment status and typology of people (age dependent)
is derived from the demographic data provided by governmental
agencies.
Based upon this demographic data seven user groups were created as
seven agent categories with specific inclinations towards the site based
parameters. Environmental parameters such as noise levels, light levels,
pollution levels as well as attraction and repulsion zones owing to present
social interaction patterns are mapped onto the site.The people agent
simulation is then iteratively conducted for four different times of the day:
09:00, 12:00, 18:00 and 22:00 hours respectively. A first simulation for
identifying existing movement patterns is conducted on the urban
information field. However for experimenting with desired movement
patterns for each time-step and for each parameter, individual simulations
are run while switching off the parameter for which a response needed to
be extracted e.g. if the movement pattern of the seven user groups had to
be deciphered (desired route) in the absence of any noise then the noise
parameter could be switched off in the computational system (Figure 6).
This made it possible to compare existing and desirable movement patterns
in order to distinguish which areas needed noise levels to be decreased as
opposed to areas where noise levels were acceptable.The end of this
process eventually achieves catalogues of twelve height maps with differing
peaks and valleys per parameters.
 Figure 6: Catalogue
of human agent based
desired route finding
simulations based on
selectively switching off
parameters
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 Figure 7: Function agent based
simulation results run on top of
peak parameter values attained by
overlapping the 12 height maps

In case c. the resultant height maps are subjected to architecture
program based simulations. Four different program agents: indoor, outdoor,
connectors and infrastructure, each with a list of attraction and repulsion
weightage per parameter: the indoor and outdoor locators specifically look
for corresponding noise, light and pollution values while the connector and
infrastructure agents try to position themselves between the other agents,
as well as a local level relationship amongst each other (to maintain optimal
distances between different programs) are iteratively simulated.
A catalogue constituting four time based programmatic formations are
thus achieved (Figure 7) and finally merged to develop a mean value based
formation. A third level of structural agent based simulation following the
aforementioned rules of structural connectivity based on the underlying
parametric values per function is finally realised to attain a structural
framework, which in the subsequent methodology acts as a parametric
component development and population guideline.

2.4. Component development and computer aided
manufacturing
Post agent-simulation stage dealt with two elaborate phases: Interior
articulation of the attained formations and the development of a parametric
componential strategy for the development of a performance driven,
structurally integral building skin system.This section explicitly elaborates
upon the component development stage:The structural framework
generated in the earlier stages (case a, b and c) is carefully sampled to
identify inherent three-dimensional structural connectivity and related
opening patterns.The purpose of this exercise is to develop a notational
procedure where maximum and minimum opening dimensions within the
generated structural system can be identified as well as node junctions (or
intersection points) for identifying the number of structural entities (e.g.
beams) that intersect per node can be indentified. In case minor deficiencies
of connectivity within such nodal entities or minor disruption of a
predominant 3d pattern are identified, these are manually resolved to
maintain a consistency in the acquired notational sequence.
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This analyzed three dimensional pattern identification aided in the
development of three-dimensional components, which are parametrically
conceived in a manner that the scale, depth, degree of opening as well as
the angle of the opening per component (in accordance with the contextual
parameters) can be generated using scripting routines.The components,
rather than operating as populated building skin systems, become an integral
part of the derived spatial formation by operating as structure + skin +
spatial containers at the same time. Owing to the dynamic contextual data
that the proposed projects are situated within, customization is seen as an
emergent quality via the process of attaining differentiation through
redundancy (self similarity) for deriving differential component systems.
What is of vital importance though is the manner in which the information
contained in the earlier simulation stages, specifically the environmental data
(sunlight, noise and humidity) per function serves such a form finding
process:
For instance, the componential system produced for experiment b.
extended beyond façade entities and acquired three-dimensional
tetrahedron shapes, which included the structural framework engulfing
functions while the external faces served as façade elements at the same
time.The tetrahedron nature of this component system was the result of
the analyzed 3d patterns resulting from the structural agent simulation in
the earlier stage of the design process (2.3.b). In this case, each
component is based on four closest structural node points connected
together to create a part of the whole form.The external faces of these
tetrahedral components were developed as cupping systems in which 3d
façade elements can be parametrically attached at variable depths as well as
at variable angles as a direct response to the degree of permissible sunlight
and the permissible noise level per function hosted by the tetrahedron
component (Figure 8). Once this parametric system is established, the
component population phase using scripts developed in either Grasshopper
or Processing is initiated to get a wholistic outlook of the generated
morphology.
A fully customized componential system, with performance driven
opening patterns, synchronized with the environmental parameters is thus
achieved (Figure 9).The above mentioned process of component driven
integrated form finding is conceived as an iterative process, wherein, a
catalogue system for comparing and analysing different component systems
is developed and apart from digitally approving the feasibility of a
component typology, it is also tested for its ease of manufacturing in the
real world. For instance, issues such as structural performance of multiple
components stacked together in order to create a section closer to a
parabolic load distribution system in order to realize lengths till 80m are
also considered during this phase of testing.
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 Figure 8:Tetrahedron component system displaying the cupping system, which can be customized parametrically based on sunlight and
noise parameters.

 Figure 9: Generated component population based morphology of architectural inserts
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A rhino script specifically developed for unfolding the tetrahedron
components into two-dimensional laser-cutting profiles is then initiated
(Figure 10).The script not only unfolds the structural 3d profiles (beams and
nodes) but also generates connectors to bind the three-dimensional
individual profiles to create a solid beam. Apart from this, the receiving
notch of the external face per tetrahedron where each façade cup has to be
positioned is also embedded within the cutting profiles. Each profile is
logically numbered and is eventually assembled manually to create the
tetrahedron profiles.The manufacturing of the façade cups follows a
different procedure. For this purpose a mould corresponding to the
component including its opening sizes is milled using a CNC mill.This mould
is then subject to vacuum forming with which a transparent façade shell is
created (Figure 11).This shell is eventually coloured in accordance with the
design aesthetic needs and is placed within the notch already cut and
assembled to receive it.
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 Figure 10: Individual laser cut beam
profiles per tetrahedron structural
frame before and after assembly stage.
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 Figure 11: Customized façade caps
per cupping system being
manufactured via a process of 3d
milling, vacuum forming and assembly
phase.

3. CONCLUSION
The InfoMatters experiments described in this research report present an
integrated data driven computational methodology for the bottom-up
generation of performance driven architectural inserts.The collaborative
knowledge sharing between different disciplines of environmental sciences,
natural sciences, information technology, computer aided manufacturing and
architectural design involved comprehensive exchange of information
pertaining to weather, material systems, computational methodologies and
spatial systems.
The experiments at an urban front present an innovative manner of
understanding the urban site as a dynamic information rich entity, which
constitute differing concentrations of parameters as regards both the social
and the environmental domains.The usage of the three categories of agent
based simulation methodology, and their interdependence on each other
which focused on the process of self-organization as a means to generate
environmentally conscious formations produced convincing, buildable results
and provided a logical framework for developing a multi-layered simulation
methodology with its basis in an inter-disciplinary mode of operation.
More importantly the parametric nature of developing integrated
structure + skin + spatial container based componential system coupled
together with the systematic manufacturing and assembly of the digitally
derived geometries offers fitting proof for validating the iterative
computational methodology and for proving the realistic spatial nature of
the final outcomes.
This data-driven approach devoid of its reliance on architecture styles
and typologies is thus a democratic methodology to understand our built
environment and to bottom-up produce a sustainable architectural
morphology.
An interdisciplinary mode of operation to invent a new take on preprocessing via integration rather than post-design optimization of
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architectural space for the sake of sustainability is a vital outcome of the
research and design methodology. Moreover, the research apart from
pointing towards the benefits of working bottom-up in a collaborative
knowledge exchange based environment also reflects a shift in architectural
process as well as practice based thinking.The convention of working topdown with form and styling as leading parameters as opposed to
understanding the integrated process of emergence from a bottom-up
perspective where raw data, processed information and their relation to
material systems are used to generate contemporary, sustainable and
performance driven architectural formations will certainly pave the future
direction of design economies.
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